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Sadly, only a small handful fell into the last bucket -- but those that are gems are real gems. My biggest
disappointment in the book is how little the book felt to me like it was about NYC. I hate how disrespectful
this sounds, but the book was right for its place in my literary life: I saw it on a cart of used books outside a
bookstore near my office. At lunchtime, wh My response to each in this collection fell into one of three
buckets for me: This book was fun to read before a trip to New York - I wandered streets that he mentioned
and experienced them today compared to his notes years ago. The obsession with bag removal was something
I could relate to. Antipodes and typewriter man were my two favorites. Something about typewriter man made
me want to run out pick up an old Random thoughts, descriptions, observations and few pieces of history
about a city; what could be a better read each morning on the bus en route to work. Something about
typewriter man made me want to run out pick up an older typewriter that I could set out and use for those
moments when the printer on the computer is way too cumbersome. For instance, printing an address on an
envelope. If nothing else, the typewriter cannot be beaten when it comes to addressing one or two envelopes.
And the appeal of imperfectly aligned type stimulates the senses. Each typewriter is a manufactured machine
one is like the other, yet each has unique characteristics that give it individuality separating itself from the
others. Canal Street was also interesting. I was fascinated with the short history lesson of the construction of
the Holland tunnel. My interest is probably a combination of it being an architectural engineering feat similar
to that of the grand bridges. And the designer was another who spent his life contributing to the built
environment only to end up in a sanitarium in Michigan. He loved his work. Tangent, do you know what a
Sandhog is?
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Join IAN FRAZIER, plus some liver flukes, dysentery, and cholera, on an enlightening journey that will make your
stomach turn. A Kielbasa Too Far as the kielbasa the color of machine.

George Saunders travels to India to witness firsthand a fifteen-year-old boy who has been meditating
motionless under a tree for months without food or water, and who many followers believe is the reincarnation
of the Buddha. Matthew Power reveals trickle-down economics at work in a Philippine garbage dump. Jason
Anthony describes the challenges of everyday life in Vostok, the coldest place on earth, where temperatures
dip as low as minus degrees and where, in midsummer, minus degrees is considered a heat wave. David
Halberstam, in one of his last published essays, recalls how an inauspicious Saigon restaurant changed the way
he and other reporters in Vietnam saw the world. Ian Frazier analyzes why we get sick when traveling in
out-of-the-way places. Rick Bass chases the elusive concept of the West in America, and Jonathan Stern takes
a hilarious Lonely Planet approach to his small Manhattan apartment. Sorry to say I am disappointed. While
some of selected stories have the superb writing and imagery that makes this series on travel writing so good,
unfortunately there are also stories included that were too long and unengaging. Is it worth buying? Only
about half the entries really held my interest. Perhaps Nando was understandably only now able to come to
terms and write this essay about the events, but its inclusion in this "current" volume seemed curiously timed.
He spends days getting high with this group of idlers, and amazingly begins to see them as charitable
do-gooders. They have trumped the devil himself. On its own merit, the mixed bag in this book might earn 3
stars, but compared to the standard set by its predecessors, this disappointing volume gets only a "2" from me.
As a big taveler and a big fan of travel writing, I buy this book every year. But this issue of is so off the mark.
I found almost nothing in it of real interest. As far as I can tell, Susan Orlean is not known a a traveller. I think
it takes one to know one. Roads less traveled By Shalom Freedman on Mar 05, This collection is panned by
the majority of Amazon Reviews who say it is not up to the standard of previous volumes. I am not a great
traveler and not a great Travel reader, and have not read the previous collections so I cannot really comment
on that. I will admit that I did not find any of the pieces I read overwhelmingly exciting. Actually the piece I
most enjoyed was by a much revered writer whose work I have never loved David Halberstamm. His recalling
his early days as correspondent in Saigon and a group of journalists who would dine with him there each day
had a certain feeling of Adventure I suspect good travel writing should have. The beauty and poetry of
Jerusalem , the Holy City, and the magic feeling which comes to many Jews at first being here was touched
upon in this essay but not as strongly as I would have liked. Although I found the latter to be wordy, I went on
to read two collections of Ms. My Kind of Place: In both cases, the topics were to me quite interesting, but by
some sort of magic, Ms. Orlean managed to make her descriptions of them tedious. Liking her choice of
topics, I bought this book, thinking that she would have managed to choose some interesting travel pieces, but
failing to realize stupid me that she was most likely to appreciate monotonous writing like her own. In fact,
there are no traditional or nontraditional, for that matter travel pieces in this collection, a fact that Ms. Orlean
makes clear in her introduction: On the other hand, if you have not or are not familiar with Ms. For me, that
piece justified the cost of the book, although it did not justify the tedium of reading the other articles. Great
series, bum year By Dyl on Jan 03, I own five of these anthologies, and this was the weakest one by far. There
are only a few stories that stood out for me. Check out this series, just buy another year. A depressing entry in
an otherwise great series By R. Those of us who travel know that the world is a far from perfect place and that
great poverty and cruelty exist in the world, but is it really necessary to throw it in our faces, essay after essay
after essay? I mean, seriously, essays children surviving on scavanging on mountain-high mounds of garbage?
Drug-induced stupors in Djibouti? Hunger induced cannibalism in the Andes? Even the few fluff pieces she
picked are depressing, i. What a depressing entry in an otherwise great series. Someone get that woman a
Prozac subscription stat. Awesome By Ariel on Jan 07, Arrived unbelievably fast and was in great condition
as well. Conrad-decker on Feb 08, This is the fifth in this series that I have read. Only one other I think it was
was this good. I love this series and give it as Christmas gifts every year. This editor had exactly the right
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point of view in compiling these stories. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is in a
Paperback format. It was published by Best American and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at
the lowest price, Click Here.
Chapter 3 : Kielbasa Nutrition Information - Eat This Much
Thursday, Mar 31, A Kielbasa Too Far When we travel, we think we don't want to get sick, but maybe, less consciously,
we're not so sure.

Chapter 4 : Ian Frazier Â· Longform
Ian Frazier. Crime Food. A Kielbasa Too Far If you don't get sick, was it really a vacation? Ian Frazier Outside Aug 20
min Permalink. Science.

Chapter 5 : A Kielbasa Too Far by Ian Frazier Â· Longform
When we travel, we think we don't want to get sick, but maybe, less consciously, we're not so sure. If nothing of note
happens on a journey, was it one?

Chapter 6 : A Kielbasa Too Far â€“ NODESK
A Kielbasa Too Far. By Ian Frazier. www.nxgvision.com â€” TRAVEL, AND YOU GET SICK, sooner or later. This truth
is universal. I remember reading somewhere that the.
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The Paperback of the The Best American Travel Writing by Susan Orlean at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or
more! IAN FRAZIER. A Kielbasa Too Far
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IAN FRAZIER. A Kielbasa Too Far 43 from Outside STEVE FRIEDMAN. Lost in America 54 from Backpacker
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Chapter 9 : The Best American Series Â®: The Best American Travel Writing (, Paperback) | eBay
The best American travel writing Rick Bass --High in hell / Kevin Fedarko --A kielbasa too far / Ian Frazier --Lost in
America / Steve Friedman --Long.
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